1. Introduction. Let 2 be the class of bounded homogeneous star-shaped domains D<=■ space Cn of « complex variables z = (z1,..., zn). A domain D is homogeneous if any point of D can be transformed into any other by a holomorphic automorphism ; D is star-shaped with respect to a point z0 e D if z e D implies that r(z-z0) e D for 0<rS 1. A bounded domain D possesses the Bergman metric, which is invariant under biholomorphic mappings. Let Jf be a class of Kahler manifolds A such that the components of its Ricci curvature tensor satisfy certain boundedness conditions (see formulas (2.9)). We consider biholomorphic mappings w=w(z) of D e 3> into A e Jf, that is, w = (w1,..., wn), where w is local coordinate on A, and wi=wi(z1,.. .,z*X are holomorphic functions on D with Jacobian determinant Jw(z) = 8(w)l8(z) ¿ 0.
In §2 we generalize the Ahlfors version of the Schwarz-Pick lemma in C1 to invariant volume in bounded homogeneous domains D e 3> in C\ This theorem states that if w = w(z) is a holomorphic mapping of the disk \z\ < 1 into a Riemann surface IF and if the metric da=X \dw\, X>0, of IF has a negative curvature ^ -4 everywhere on W, then X\dw/dz\ í 1/(1 -|z|2) for |z| < 1 [1] . Theorem 1 gives the invariant form of this generalization (with respect to biholomorphic mappings) and Theorem 2 an inequality which generalizes an inequality obtained by Dinghas when D is the unit hypersphere [4] . The proof of these theorems uses the method of Ahlfors in [1] and depends on properties of certain relative invariants of D, in particular, the fact that the Bergman kernel function of a bounded homogeneous domain is infinite everywhere on the boundary (Lemma 1). In §3 various applications and extensions of the ideas in §2 are given in Theorems 3-6 and corollary. In §4 the results of §2 are applied to a study of the relative invariants of the classical Cartan domains R, (7=1,..., IV), in particular, the invariant I, (see (2.4)) is calculated. This procedure leads to a solution of a certain nonhomogeneous partial differential equation formed from the Hessian determinant of a holomorphic function on R,. [August 2. Generalization of Schwarz-Pick lemma. 1. Let D be a bounded homogeneous star-shaped domain of class Si. Its Bergman metric is given by (1) dsl = Ta$ dz" dzB (the summation convention is used), where The functions KD(z, z) and TD(z, z) are relative invariants of D [2] and consequently the function (4) ID(z, z) = KD(z, z)\TD(z, z)
is invariant under biholomorphic mappings:
It is clear that if JD is another invariant of D, then JD = kID for some constant k. Therefore, an invariant on a homogeneous domain is uniquely determined up to a constant multiple. The lemma follows from (6) and (7). Let Jf be the class of Kahler manifolds A with metric given by
where w is a local coordinate of a point on A. We also assume Proof. Let z e D. By (i) there exists an r < 1, such that z e Dr. Now Dr is a homogeneous domain: zx, z2 e Dr implies zx\r, z2\r e D by the similarity transformation s given by (3) with z0=0; thus there is an automorphism t of D which takes zx\r into z2\r and j_1/j is an automorphism of DT and takes zx into z2. Let £ = £(z) be an automorphism of Dr which takes an arbitrary point z of Dr into 0. Ra$(z, z) = gp-gp log GD(z, z).
Thus from hypothesis (9b) 
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To prove the last part of the theorem we note that d<jA = dsA and gA = TA and since FA is a relative invariant equality follows in (10).
Remark. The inequality of Theorem 1 is invariant under biholomorphic mappings in the following sense. Let D e S -> D* and A e Jf -> A* under the biholomorphic maps z*=z*(z) and w* = w*(w) respectively. Suppose there exists a biholomorphic mapping w* =/(z*) of D* into A*. Then We note that if we take A = D and daA = dsD, we obtain a generalization of the Schwarz-Pick lemma to this real «-dimensional noneuclidean volume (see also Theorem 25.1 in [5] ).
Theorem 3 is invariant under biholomorphic mappings of D and A in the sense described in §2.2 since all quantities involved are invariant under such biholomorphic mappings.
2. Properties of certain domain functions. The following theorems give some useful inequalities connecting the relative invariants of a domain D and ID(z, z) . The first theorem follows easily from Theorem 1 for homogeneous star-shaped domains but also holds for any bounded domain. 4. Relative invariants on the classical Cartan domains. 1. The theorems in §2 give interesting results for the classical Cartan domains. These domains along with two special domains are the 4 types of bounded irreducible symmetric domains in C', into which all bounded symmetric domains in Cn' can be mapped biholomorphically. Let z be a matrix of complex elements, z' its transpose, z* its conjugate transpose, and I the identity matrix. The first 3 types are represented by 7?, = [z: 7-zz* > 0] (j=l, II, III) where z is a matrix of type («, m) on 7?l5 z is a symmetric matrix of order « on 7?" and a skew-symmetric matrix of order « on Z?m, and " >0" means that the quadratic form is positive definite. The fourth type 7?IV is the set of« dimensional vectors such that |zz'| < 1, l-2zz'+|zz'|2 > 0.
These domains belong to class S. The Bergman kernel function of these domains is known [6] so that to get inequality (2.10) it is sufficient to find T, = TR)(0, 0) and use formula (2.11). For the first 3 types In case I since log Kj(z, z*) =-(m + ri) log Qx -log cuI; where Qx = det(7-zz*) we need the value of 82Qx¡8zaB8zyo at z=0. To evaluate this use the expansion for the characteristic equation of zz* with A= 1 :
where í¡ is the sum of the principal /-rowed minors of zz*, a being the trace. Since f¡ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2/, only the second derivatives of a 
